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Alpha's Revenge
2022-01-11

this is insane this human beautiful though she may be can t be my mate i learned the hard way what it s like to lose people you
love as an alpha i vowed never to let that happen again that means keeping my focus never letting my guard down and most of all
staying away from civilians i e humans but the feisty chocolatier has me breaking my own rules the beautiful female tests my
patience and all my control i should stay away i can t protect the pack if i succumb to my desires but what if this is more than
desire what if fate matched me with this human and she s my mate if i don t claim her i ll lose it all in the worst possible way

Alpha's Revenge
2016-12-01

this book was previously released in 2009 by another publisher under the title of sweet charity it has been revised and updated
for rerelease with carina press a war reaches its endgame but the heat between two unlikely lovers could set fire to all that
resistance forces have achieved don t miss the final installment of the project alpha trilogy by new york times bestselling author
n j walters adrian is a flawless alpha assassin and avenging enforcer of the resistance devoted to the destruction of the
oppressors the first rule of empowerment never trust a stranger then comes charity a woman desperate to relinquish her heart and
secrets to the cause and just as eager to surrender her body to its rebel leader she s more than proved her loyalty she s become
the most desirable and valuable weapon adrian has charity caruthers daughter of the inner city s brutal general risked her life to
escape into the underground now she s adrian s last hope to infiltrate the tyrant s lair and blow it to hell as her feelings for
adrian turn deeper and more dangerous with every move they make it becomes clear the greatest defense they can stage love this
book is approximately 42 000 words one click with confidence this title is part of the carina press romance promise all the
romance you re looking for with an hea hfn it s a promise

Alpha's Revenge
2020-08-19

a heartbroken furious alpha a forbidden childhood crush revisited will karmic justice destroy them both from the languid sexy heat
of new orleans all the way to the icy canadian wilderness supernatural creatures live shadow lives amongst mortals but what if one
of the most powerful and regal of beings wolf shifters found their packs disappearing through longstanding battles and vicious
payback the royal alpha wolves club a worldwide ancient organization formed to keep order and secrets safe among werewolf packs is
faced with this very dilemma so when the club leader gives the dire order for all royals to find a mate and produce an heir within
a year it s in the wolf shifters best interest wayland though is not on board meet wayland leblanc legendary royal alpha hell bent
on revenge for his murdered mate when the edict comes down from the leader in his new territory that all royals mate and produce
an heir within the year or lose royal status wayland hits the road he s not ready instead he charges up to canada in his mini
camper to wreak revenge on thorn the tundra shifter who killed his mate sabine and their unborn babe he conscripts an army of
coyote shifters in his revenge plot and stuffs down his lingering heartache by partying with neighboring witches what he doesn t
plan for is falling hard for stormy thorn s mysterious sister but pursuing a star crossed juliet to his romeo just might cost
wayland and stormy their lives 4 books 4 authors 4 alphas 1 shared world bella night bound by blood book 1 dorian s story r j
lloyd heir to redemption book 2 alec s story catherine stine alpha s revenge book 3 wayland s story m r polish savage vengeance
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book 4 tobias s story read them in any order get them all

Alpha Of The Wood Pack
2024-04-12

the alpha of the pack was merciless and didn t need anyone after their mate was killed they seeked revenge on everyone but what
happens when the new kid stumbles into their life and changes their world when new kid gavin dwight crosses worlds with alpha of
the school xavior black wood things change a lot of things people start going missing and gavin s seeing things he can t explain
he thought this would be a normal start to a normal life but it s turning into a normal start to a paranormal life

The Alpha's Dark Revenge
2023-05-23

this is book 1 of the alpha s dark revenge he is out for revenge eight years ago nikolai slade alpha of the selene pack was a kind
and loyal ruler his gentle luna by his side until disaster struck ambushed he watched in defeat as an enemy pack raped and killed
his wife and unborn child now grief stricken and burning with rage nikolai hungers for blood biding his time for he won t rest
until he seeks his revenge the outcast born without a wolf sweet innocent and virginal liyah verbeck is shunned and maltreated by
her pack when she is kidnapped by a gorgeous man with silent cold eyes of silver she believes that her worries are over but
unknown to her they were only just beginning a dark tale of two shattered souls bound together by vengeance reunited in love 18
dark werewolf romance

Love or Revenge: A Rejected Werewolf Mates Romance (The Rejected Werewolf Luna)
2023-03-14

luna aries secretly admires alpha damon on their pack when she heard that she was chosen by the prophecy she feel excited and
lucky lucky because alpha damon is known to be the most handsome alpha of red moon pack but it was not the real reason why she
learns to love the alpha it is because of a one incident that she was being rescued by the alpha before but what if he learnt the
true attitude of the alpha what if she learnt that alpha damon doesn t want her to be his mate will she stays even the alpha keeps
hurting rejecting and showing her that she s not worth of the alpha s time will she gave up or choose to endure the pain she s
holding to the alpha but what if the alpha also learns to love her at the end and it was now her not wanting the alpha s love is
luna aries going to gave the alpha a chance or will she choose to left the pack for she learnt that she s not belong in there but
to the other bloods

Alpha's Obsession
2018-01-30

i ve had lots of humans but none who make me lose control like you sam i was born in a lab fostered out to humans then tortured in
a cage fate allowed me to escape and i know why to balance the scales of justice right the misdeeds of the harvesters nothing
matters but taking down the man who made me what i am a monster driven by revenge whatever the cost then i meet layne she thinks i
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m a hero but she doesn t understand if i don t follow this darkness to its end it will consume me layne i ve spent my life in the
lab researching the cure for the disease that killed my mom no late nights out no dates definitely no boyfriend then sam breaks
into my lab steals my research and kidnaps me he s damaged crazy and definitely not human he and his friends are on a mission to
stop the company that s been torturing shifters and now i m a part of it sam promises to protect me and when he touches me i feel
reborn but he s hellbent on revenge he won t give it up not even for me

The Werewolf's Revenge
1991

malia is once a princess and now she is a slave malia has been an orphan since she was ten years old due to the attack of the
enemy pack that killed all their companions including her parents since she was the only one left in their clan the enemy pack
took her and she lived with them in the shadow pack from then on she was made a slave enslaved and made their assistant she was
treated like garbage and treated like an animal unfortunately the moon goddess gives her a mate which is the ruthless and
heartless alpha of that pack even though alpha fenris is attracted to her beauty he prevents himself from fall in love with her
because she is only a slave he can t accept the fact this dirty slave is his mate that s why he rejected her what is she gonna do
now is not enough that she feels misery and pain in life and the moon goddess even gave her the ruthless alpha to be his mate how
will she escape from this hell prison will she still find her true love

Loving Mate: A Rejected Mate Werewolf Roamance (Slave Of The Alpha King Book 4)
2022-11-18

i know you re a virgin lydia so i ll try not to hurt you too much lydia has been chosen by the alpha king to become the breeder
for the four most promising alphas in the kingdom she is the daughter of an alpha whose pack is failing and needs the money
promised for successfully bearing an heir lydia is a virgin and this assignment is terrifying to her but she wants to help her
pack at the palace she is introduced to the four alphas luke jeremiah preston and isaac they are all powerful men with different
personalities and she is attracted to all of them during a medical exam lydia find s out that she has two uterine horns like a
wolf which will make it easier for her to become pregnant as the relationships heat up lydia finds herself falling for all four
men whoever impregnates her first will become king but when she discovers she is pregnant she is shocked at the paternity with
other alphas moving in hoping to claim the throne lydia and the alphas must stand together and fight will lydia and her men
prevail

Knowing the Four Alphas: A Reverse Harem Werewolf Romance (Breeder For Four Alphas
Book 4)
2022-12-13

malia is once a princess and now she is a slave malia has been an orphan since she was ten years old due to the attack of the
enemy pack that killed all their companions including her parents since she was the only one left in their clan the enemy pack
took her and she lived with them in the shadow pack from then on she was made a slave enslaved and made their assistant she was
treated like garbage and treated like an animal unfortunately the moon goddess gives her a mate which is the ruthless and
heartless alpha of that pack even though alpha fenris is attracted to her beauty he prevents himself from fall in love with her
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because she is only a slave he can t accept the fact this dirty slave is his mate that s why he rejected her what is she gonna do
now is not enough that she feels misery and pain in life and the moon goddess even gave her the ruthless alpha to be his mate how
will she escape from this hell prison will she still find her true love

Chasing Alphas: A Rejected Mate Werewolf Roamance (Slave Of The Alpha King Book 2)
2022-11-18

regarded as a cursed omega who has a filthy special ability to heal people with her body beth is sold by her relatives to the
strongest and wealthiest pack in the continent the leblanc clan s leader kaius leblanc an alpha who apparently needs beth s
healing power to cure his hidden illness beth plans to escape and reach her own goals until she slowly unravels the mysteries
behind kaius cold and ruthless heart finding that all she has known since birth may have been a lie after all haunted by his dark
past will the cold hearted kaius be able to put his nightmares behind him and treat beth with warmth and kindness or will he grab
beth and allow the demons in his head to take control destroying her like the ferocious beast he imagines himself to be in his
nightmares

Knowing the Mysterious Alpha: A Love Triangle Werewolf Romance (Alpha's Lotus Flower
Book 2)
2023-04-07

evelyn never would have dreamed of seeing the alpha killed right in front of her and she never would have expected to be accused
of the alpha s murder either evelyn emerson had been through tragic situations all her life she had been born mute didn t
transform when everyone else did and was nearly ostracized because of it but she never would have expected to become the new alpha
s hated slave after being a witness to the former alpha s terrible murder she is accused and punished for a crime she is
completely innocent of everyone hated on her and treated her less than human even her own family and she became the pack s slave
and punching bag but she refuses to give up hope despite the hopelessly terrible situation she finds herself will the truth ever
be revealed will she ever find redemption or will it be too late for her

Arise from the Ashes: A Weak to Strong Werewolf Mate Romance (Alpha's Hated Slave Book
1)
2022-12-29

sometimes the only thing a girl needs is a throbbing thumping motorcycle clenched between her knees other times she d prefer a
gentleman in the same place or what the hell who says he needs to be a gentleman mali alexandra has the first part of that down
pat she s a little rough around the edges and her job as a night time security guard isn t enough she might not know exactly what
she wants but why not start with the whole gentleman thing the bike she has but mali figures she might like trying a different
sort of ride ahem sometimes all a werewolf wants to do is howl at the moon then drink a bunch of beer and fight until the sun
comes up jake danniken s the kind of werewolf with a case of wanderlust even bigger than his very respectable biceps he s never
found a place to call home but when his brother the alpha of shifter filled jamesburg needs his help with a bunch of bikers
causing trouble in his neck of the woods jake ain t gonna let him down after a long lonely ride jake finds his marks the mangy
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pack s got a girl surrounded and it looks like they aren t being too friendly instinct takes over it s a bloody fight but jake s
biggest surprise isn t that he survived it s that in the space of four breaths he s fallen in love with a human it ain t ever easy
is it with any luck the unlikely pair will make it out alive and with a little more they ll have a chance to see what life can
really taste like before they re both ripped apart each book in the jamesburg shifters series is completely standalone and
features a hea ending

Wolf on the Road - Alpha Werewolf Paranormal Shapeshifter Romance
2022-12-07

alicia cane argon is a feisty brave and sassy girl who never had been in a relationship before she was known as coldhearted and a
woman who is hard to please but behind that personality she s a brokensoul so she build a big wall to prevent herself from pain
and hatred but what will happen when she will meet someone and that someone is the one who will break the cold hard and tall wall
surrounding her heart a someone they so called alpha is claiming her as his mate that was all happened because of a one month trip
vacation a vacation was planned by her to relax but end up being chaotic mysteries will be told secrets will be exposed let s
witness her story on how she fell in love with this hot young alpha and how she manage all the challenges in her life the alpha s
mate

The Alpha's Fated Mate: A Mafia Werewolf Mate Romance ( The Alpha's Mate Book 2 The
End)
2022-11-18

malia is once a princess and now she is a slave malia has been an orphan since she was ten years old due to the attack of the
enemy pack that killed all their companions including her parents since she was the only one left in their clan the enemy pack
took her and she lived with them in the shadow pack from then on she was made a slave enslaved and made their assistant she was
treated like garbage and treated like an animal unfortunately the moon goddess gives her a mate which is the ruthless and
heartless alpha of that pack even though alpha fenris is attracted to her beauty he prevents himself from fall in love with her
because she is only a slave he can t accept the fact this dirty slave is his mate that s why he rejected her what is she gonna do
now is not enough that she feels misery and pain in life and the moon goddess even gave her the ruthless alpha to be his mate how
will she escape from this hell prison will she still find her true love

Revealing Mystery: A Rejected Mate Werewolf Roamance (Slave Of The Alpha King Book 3)
2022-12-27

a steamy sexy hilariously seductive collection of paranormal romance novels from usa today and new york times best selling author
lynn red together for one low price that s sure to make you howl this collection contains the following novels in the best selling
jamesburg shifters series to catch a wolf bearing it all bear with me and bearly breathing to catch a wolf life s confusing enough
for curvy witty izzy deschaine but when she ends up the apple of alpha wolf erik danniken s eye woooo boy look out she drives him
crazy from the first time he catches a glimpse of her curves and he s willing to do anything it takes to make her his forever
bearing it all curvy carrot topped violet larue is a fox shifter with a goal she needs to find herself a mate before she goes
absolutely nuts after a series of pie in the face dates her best friend drags her along to a saturday night cage fight sitting
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down on the sticky bench violet has no idea she s about to lay eyes on the growly muscled up snarling werebear named crag yeah
really who is gonna make her heart howl bear with me with her sharp tongue and spunky attitude lilah jorgenson s mind is on
anything but men but when she clocks in for her night shift at the county lockup she catches a glimpse of tattooed gorgeous former
soldier rex lee and her heart skips a beat as though her life weren t whacked out enough when you throw rex into the mix crazy
doesn t start to describe it bearly breathing clea kellen is the owner of jamesburg s most popular daycare and on top of that she
s a lithe pointy eared lynx shifter whose biological clock is tick tick ticking away on a field trip with a gaggle of cubs and
kits everyone is minding their own business when from out of nowhere a tree cracks and falls straight on top of clea s head she
closes her eyes thinking she s done for but opens them staring at orion samuelsson a shaggy haired werebear who just saved her
life and stole her heart the jamesburg shifters is a series of lighthearted standalone romance novels each book has a unique hero
and heroine and a complete storyline no cliffhangers here free to catch a wolf bearing it all bear with me bearly breathing bear
me away bear your teeth in the on the growl anthology bearly hanging on coming soon

The Jamesburg Shifters Volume 1 - BBW Alpha Werewolf Werebear Paranormal Romance
Collection
2023-02-21

crystal a seventeen years old girl kind intelligent and brave as a waitress in a restaurant she had been living a casual life with
her stepparents and she didn t have any problems at least not until she met logan the alpha werewolf always made her body react
strangely with his presence she was curious to figure out why that happens so she stalked logan logan became disgusted with her
thinking she was only doing it to become his luna he despised her for that on a full moon night they bumped into eachother and end
up having a one night stand this led to the birth of aidan however logan didn t know about the child he left the country after the
regretful one night stand he returns after 3years and bumps into crystal he intends to punish her and the first step to achieving
that goal was making her work for him crystal was worried that logan would harm her child so she hid him away their love journey
wasn t an easy one not when they ve a vampire as rival crystal posseses a special power and he wanted it an alpha s daughter who
intends to separate them so she can become luna

Hold Me Fast: Werewolf Romance (The Alpha's Hidden Baby Book 2 The End)
2022-12-26

snow faye never wanted a mate but everything turned differently when she met the alpha of their own pack she had no idea that he
was the alpha because she was kept hidden since she was born he is her mate but she trusts no one thinking that everyone is a
potential killer of white werewolves like her thus she rejected and abandoned alpha cohen and went to live with the humans to hide
but what happens if the alpha learned that she is a white and found her in the city will her death be on the hand of her mate or
will she live and fight beside him what will happen if the love alpha cohen once had for snow will turn into hatred making her
live in bleak and misery

Secrets of The White Snow: Fated Mate Werewolf Romance (Rejecting The Alpha Book 3 The
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End)
2023-03-14

a story that full of action suspense love drama and surprises connor soon became alpha king and the most feared and most powerful
werewolf to have ever lived he also rumor has it he is a heartless cold monster when he encounters his mate louve for the first
time he can t accept her because she was a rogue and weak he ended up hurting his mate and almost killed her and her wolf for
being such an unreasonable man because of the heartache and pain louve rejected him as her mate and ran away from him as alpha
king he can t accept this rejection and wants her back to his arms again he forces her to be his mate and mark unfortunately he
didn t know anything about her and the secrets and different powers that she had he was surprised and shocked when they
encountered vampires and louve extremely fights them what are her secrets and true intentions does his kiss enough to reveal her
true identity

The Luna’s Resilience : A Fated Rejected Mate Werewolf Romance (Kiss of the Alpha King
Book 1)
2022-12-13

bernard is the future alpha of his clan he is the prince of their kingdom the royal witch has foreseen his mate from the common
people she is cordelia the adopted daughter of a farmer cordelia is forced to marry bernard since they never met before their
relationship has a rocky start and cordelia resents that bernard has a lover named freya later on cordelia and bernard gets closer
but cordelia discovers the secret of the werewolf kingdom cordelia flees to a tribe and she discovers her true self as well she is
a werewolf herself bernard realizes that cordelia is his true love so he searches for her they realize that they are destined
mates

Fight for This Love: A Werewolf Romance (The Alpha Prince's Luna Book 2 The End)
2022-12-26

i know you re a virgin lydia so i ll try not to hurt you too much lydia has been chosen by the alpha king to become the breeder
for the four most promising alphas in the kingdom she is the daughter of an alpha whose pack is failing and needs the money
promised for successfully bearing an heir lydia is a virgin and this assignment is terrifying to her but she wants to help her
pack at the palace she is introduced to the four alphas luke jeremiah preston and isaac they are all powerful men with different
personalities and she is attracted to all of them during a medical exam lydia find s out that she has two uterine horns like a
wolf which will make it easier for her to become pregnant as the relationships heat up lydia finds herself falling for all four
men whoever impregnates her first will become king but when she discovers she is pregnant she is shocked at the paternity with
other alphas moving in hoping to claim the throne lydia and the alphas must stand together and fight will lydia and her men
prevail

Fooling the Four Alphas: A Reverse Harem Werewolf Romance (Breeder For Four Alphas
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Book 3)
2022-12-26

snow faye never wanted a mate but everything turned differently when she met the alpha of their own pack she had no idea that he
was the alpha because she was kept hidden since she was born he is her mate but she trusts no one thinking that everyone is a
potential killer of white werewolves like her thus she rejected and abandoned alpha cohen and went to live with the humans to hide
but what happens if the alpha learned that she is a white and found her in the city will her death be on the hand of her mate or
will she live and fight beside him what will happen if the love alpha cohen once had for snow will turn into hatred making her
live in bleak and misery

Fate of The White Luna: Fated Mate Werewolf Romance (Rejecting The Alpha Book 1)
2020-09-23

a story that full of action suspense love drama and surprises connor soon became alpha king and the most feared and most powerful
werewolf to have ever lived he also rumor has it he is a heartless cold monster when he encounters his mate louve for the first
time he can t accept her because she was a rogue and weak he ended up hurting his mate and almost killed her and her wolf for
being such an unreasonable man because of the heartache and pain louve rejected him as her mate and ran away from him as alpha
king he can t accept this rejection and wants her back to his arms again he forces her to be his mate and mark unfortunately he
didn t know anything about her and the secrets and different powers that she had he was surprised and shocked when they
encountered vampires and louve extremely fights them what are her secrets and true intentions does his kiss enough to reveal her
true identity

The Alpha's Decision: A Fated Mate Werewolf Romance (Kiss Of The Alpha King Book 2
Final)
2024-05-13

werewolf alpha barrett middleton gave his everything for his pack literally he paid a blood debt with his own life so that his
pack could be happy and whole once more but apparently even death isn t enough someone brought him back from the dead now he s
lost alone and can t go back home without endangering the very people he died to protect with nowhere to turn he heads for the
colorado mountains and runs into a mysterious woman with deadly secrets of her own jacey knows she s a smart woman which is why
she also knows she should stay far far away from the moody werewolf who also happens to be her new boss but then if she were
really smart she wouldn t be in the mess she s in she wouldn t be an outcast and she absolutely wouldn t be falling in love with
the werewolf alpha whose secrets might be even deadlier than her own it s too late to protect the woman he loves from his past his
wolf simply won t let her go so barrett will have to face his past all of it the lies the betrayals the blood debt owed it s all
coming full circle and as both his old packmates and his enemy closes in he ll stop at nothing to protect his new mate he ll take
the battle to the mountains and only one werewolf will be coming down off the mountain alive don t miss the epic conclusion of
barrett s battle for survival and an undeniable love
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Her Werewolf ALpha
2023-03-08

she s my captive a witness to my crime i ll never let her go i m a desperate man one week out of prison and trouble found me again
when a mafia hitman comes after me i end him with my bare hands but the beautiful florist witnesses my crime now she s my prisoner
i can t let her go my soul s unsalvageable forever living in a den of sin but the rest of me knows what it wants and i want her

Den of Sins
2021-06-01

rule 1 of wall street don t hunt what you cannot eat i m the king of the business world the alpha of my pack no one dares
challenge me except my new assistant she questions me to my face and calls me big bad boss behind my back when i give her an order
she asks me why with all my billions i can t afford some manners worse the little human smells like temptation she dresses to kill
and i want to sink my teeth into her one day my control s going to snap and a wolf never stops hunting until he s claimed his prey
midnight is book one in the big bad boss trilogy it features a billionaire boss hole wolf shifter and his freakishly smart
assistant set in the bad boy alpha world created by renee rose and lee savino

Big Bad Boss
2023-01-30

w what d d did you say my heart hammers against my chest as i stare into his hungry eyes i must have heard it wrong he leans in a
closer to me and his alluring scent fills my nose you said you would do anything to lessen your punishment so give me your body
for my own little pleasure cassandra the heir to her pack stands alone as all eyes turn to her wanting justice for her father s
cruel deeds however no one notices she is also a victim in the past she has used her ability to see the future to navigate around
her father s nasty webs of deceit but when she needed her gift the most it failed to work to keep her identity hidden she seeks
the help of a witch to hide her golden blonde hair and her scent however she forgets to ask one crucial thing how long does the
spell last the victorious alpha drake only sees red and wants revenge he jumps at the chance to make someone pay but will his
excitement waver when he finds out the truth about his prisoner in addition will his fiancé let him change his mind

The Mysterious Prisoner: A Painful Love Werewolf Romance (Alpha's Caged Luna Book 1)
2023-03-08

the night of the red moon is the night that makes every werewolf in the supernatural realm tremble in fear that night brought two
lives together two heart intertwined that night guided two werewolves of different ranks to each other that night changed
everything nora blackwood is the most ruthless and most feared alpha female in america her name send chills down the spine of her
enemies after failing to find her fated mate on several occasions she was betrothed to mason stanford the second son of an alpha
of a neighboring pack who she aloof so much but fate was on her side next morning after the red moon the most handsome and sexy
omega came knocking on his door at first glance her wolf claimed and imprinted on the sexy omega leonard korun run away from home
after been beaten badly by his stepfather on the night of the red moon all he ever wanted was to feel safe and have a normal life
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but what happens when he crossed paths with the most dominate alpha female alive what happens when he is the strange man in the
female alpha s dream for the past two years what happens when he is claimed by the ruthless alpha female against his will and
consent will leonard give in to her easily will he reciprocate her love read on to find out how the alpha female lure the sexy
omega with her dominance how she fought against her parents and fiancé for her one true love

The Alpha Female's Omega
2018-08-22

sequel to the accused mate can be read as standalone the luna games is a centuries old tradition where unmated she wolves pass
various trials and fight each other to win the chance of being mated to a coveted alpha many women enter few survive alexus
beaumont of the artemis pack has a secret that no one knows she has had a crush on her godfather alpha noah harvey for as long as
she could remember he was handsome charismatic funny kind and spoiled her any chance he got alexus planned on confessing to alpha
harvey once she turned 18 only to find out he has entered the luna games as the grand prize devastated alexus enters the luna
games at the last minute on the eve of her 18th birthday without her parents knowledge at the ceremony right before the clock
strikes midnight signaling the beginning of the game he makes eye contact with alexus alpha harvey attempts to stop the game when
the signal is sounded their eyes widen as they stared at each other and the world around them falls away mate they simultaneously
whisper alexus will have to fight to the death to be with her mate

Win My Alpha: An Age Gap Werewolf Romance (The Luna Game Book 1) (The Luna Games)
2023-03-08

w what d d did you say my heart hammers against my chest as i stare into his hungry eyes i must have heard it wrong he leans in a
closer to me and his alluring scent fills my nose you said you would do anything to lessen your punishment so give me your body
for my own little pleasure cassandra the heir to her pack stands alone as all eyes turn to her wanting justice for her father s
cruel deeds however no one notices she is also a victim in the past she has used her ability to see the future to navigate around
her father s nasty webs of deceit but when she needed her gift the most it failed to work to keep her identity hidden she seeks
the help of a witch to hide her golden blonde hair and her scent however she forgets to ask one crucial thing how long does the
spell last the victorious alpha drake only sees red and wants revenge he jumps at the chance to make someone pay but will his
excitement waver when he finds out the truth about his prisoner in addition will his fiancé let him change his mind

The Hopeful Future: A Painful Love Werewolf Romance (Alpha's Caged Luna Book 3 The
End)
2023-08-18

blaze is demanding unyielding he thinks he can rid me of my demons by exacting even more of me than i ask myself he says he can
wash my sins clean absolve me of the fire that scalded my soul all i have to do is turn myself over to him publisher s note this
book was originally published with the title blaze
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Her Fire Master
2024-02-02

w what d d did you say my heart hammers against my chest as i stare into his hungry eyes i must have heard it wrong he leans in a
closer to me and his alluring scent fills my nose you said you would do anything to lessen your punishment so give me your body
for my own little pleasure cassandra the heir to her pack stands alone as all eyes turn to her wanting justice for her father s
cruel deeds however no one notices she is also a victim in the past she has used her ability to see the future to navigate around
her father s nasty webs of deceit but when she needed her gift the most it failed to work to keep her identity hidden she seeks
the help of a witch to hide her golden blonde hair and her scent however she forgets to ask one crucial thing how long does the
spell last the victorious alpha drake only sees red and wants revenge he jumps at the chance to make someone pay but will his
excitement waver when he finds out the truth about his prisoner in addition will his fiancé let him change his mind

The Returned Mate: A Painful Love Werewolf Romance (Alpha's Caged Luna Book 2)
2022-09-15

i yearned to be acknowledged as a deserving luna even though the entire pack never addressed me as such nevertheless i persevered
striving for their respect within each pack leaders must earn the pack s allegiance rather than coerce it hence i continued to
push myself beyond the limits i had never before explored yet despite my relentless efforts i was deceived and betrayed my so
called mate brett and my supposed best friend jennifer shattered my trust we grew up without parents but i cared for jennifer as a
sister would nevertheless she plunged a metaphorical knife into my back now and future never again will i allow anyone to exploit
my vulnerability i will reclaim my standing

Gamma Be My Alpha
2024-05-14

give me a baby orion make a baby with me standing close the door to my chamber i noticed my luna petra enjoying wild s x with my
beta orion three years of mate bonding as well as fifteen years of friendship and trust were shattered at that instant after three
years of betrayal and covert love with my beta this woman pleaded for mercy 1 xavier lincoin the alpha of sirius bright pack
reject petra lincoin as my mate and luna

Alpha’s Surrogate
2022-12-07

did you think for a minute i might want to be awake for the proposal i ask fluttering my fingers so the huge princess cut diamond
on my hand catches the light his eyes go soft and warm i couldn t risk you running again there s a tracking device in there
tracking device i squeak when i find my voice oh yes he murmurs you will not escape me again previously published as taken by the
mafia prince in the darkly ever after boxset she s gonna bake him a muffin he can t refuse when a mafia prince sweeps into leah s
bakery and decides she belongs to him all s she can do is hang on until the happily ever after author s note revenge is sweet is a
heart warming spicy mafia romance it has some sort of dark themes but not really this is what happens when my brain wants to write
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both a dark romance and rom com you re welcome reviews luscious like eating a freshly baked muffin a bada mafioso who believes in
fate and destiny willing to do anything to keep leah safe and in his life forever pink cupcakes for the win a fairytale come true
definitely 5 plus stars

Revenge is Sweet
2023-03-29

once you are rooted in sin there is no turning back she wasn t supposed to be in the crossfire my enemies should not also be hers
my past is dark and my demons are dangerous i should let her be free safe from the shadows that still haunt me but i can t let her
go my obsession is too strong she s mine even though she s a possession i shouldn t keep but i of all people should know that the
mafia doesn t let anyone go

Rooted in Sin
2022-12-26

quinn lover a human female whose father used her to pay off his debt to his debtor became a luna in the most terrible way her mate
abused her physically emotionally he trampled on her made her feel worthless until see couldn t take it anymore so she decided to
take her life king of alphas kayden rush was on the verge of losing his throne or his chance of ever finding his mate untill be
met a miracle in the place he least expect alpha ryan rush tortured his luna until she had no choice but to run away and when he
saw that the goddess had finally given her a second chance mate who turns out to be his half brother he vowed to do everything in
his power to get her back

The Key to the Throne: Fated Werewolf Mate Romance (Alpha King’s Abused Mate Book 1)

mated to one brother but rightly sold to the other this was the dilemma 23 year old melody found herself in when she was sold to
the alphas of the primal pack with both brothers contending for her love melody has to make the impossible decision while
discovering her unknown power that lied deep within life had never been easy but now things had gotten a whole lot more
complicated

Sold to the Alphas: A Love Triangle Werewolf Romance (The Alpha Brothers' Celestial
Luna Book 1)

snow faye never wanted a mate but everything turned differently when she met the alpha of their own pack she had no idea that he
was the alpha because she was kept hidden since she was born he is her mate but she trusts no one thinking that everyone is a
potential killer of white werewolves like her thus she rejected and abandoned alpha cohen and went to live with the humans to hide
but what happens if the alpha learned that she is a white and found her in the city will her death be on the hand of her mate or
will she live and fight beside him what will happen if the love alpha cohen once had for snow will turn into hatred making her
live in bleak and misery
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As White As Snow: Fated Mate Werewolf Romance (Rejecting The Alpha Book 2)
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